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sult‘ani arak‘ dēvrik‘ēbir 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 1a, l. 30 – p. 1b, l. 19 
Makâm Sultânî ırâk 
Usûl Devr-i kebîr 
Genre Peşrev 
Attribution — 
Work No. CMOi0233 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Sulṭānī ʿırāḳ devr-i kebīr Ḳāntemīroġlu’; Lat. script: ‘Devri Kebir, 
Sultani Irak peş. Kantemir oglu’. Some notation and text (i.e. labelling of hânes) on the gutter 
side of the page is obscured by the binding.  

Structure 

H1 |: 4 :|: 4 :|: 
H2 |: 6 :|: 4 :|: 
H3 |: 4 :|: 4 :|: 4 :|: 
H4 |: 3 :|: 2 :|: 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

1–63 The distribution of division signs does not follow the usual pattern for devr-i 
kebîr, i.e. 3 divs. of 4 units each + 1 div. of 2 units. Instead, the section is 
written continuously in divs. of 4 units each. It is assumed from the other 
sections of the piece (as well as the concordances) that 7 divs. correspond to 2 
usûl cycles of 14 units each. 

5.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
6.1 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 
8.3 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
8  omit. 
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12.3 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
20.1 The group is obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
26.1.2  for  (also in OA405). Cf. 12.1. 
27 The div. is omitted (also in OA405); it is added on the basis of div. 13. 
32.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
36.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
39.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
43.3 Orig.  . OA405:  . 
45.1 OA374, OA377, TA107:  ; ST1:  ; TA249 (N):  ; TA249 (S):  . 
51.4.3  for  . Cf. 58.4. 
53  omit. 
60.3.2  for  . Cf. 46.3. 
114.3 The stor () seems to have been omitted from the group and then subsequently 

added below the nerk‘naxał (). Cf. 129.4. OA405:  . 
115.1 OA353, OA374:  ; TA107:   . 
116–122 See note on 1–63. 
122.2  for  . 
126.2 OA374:  ; TA107:   . 
128.1 OA374:  ; TA249 (N):  . 
128  omit. 

Consulted Concordances 

AM1537, p. 86 (H1); OA353, p. 63 (H3–4); OA374, pp. 132l–133r; OA377, pp. 173–4 (H1–
2); OA405, pp. 40–41; ST1, p. 92; TA107, pp. 61–4 (later foliation: 34v–36r; later pagination: 
60–62); TA249, pp. 1539–40 (S) (H1–2); TA249, pp. 1549–50 (N). 
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